
Keeratikorn Pukayaporn
 Bangkok, Thailand  aonrok555@gmail.com  https://github.com/XiaoXuxxxx

Skills

Technical Skill (Frontend)
HTML, CSS, JavaScript, React,
TypeScript

Technical Skill (Backend)
TypeScript, Go, NodeJS, MySQL

Technical Skills (Other)
Docker, Linux, Nginx

Experience

Teacher Assistant for 'Capstone Project' subject
Teacher Assistant

2024

My role is to help the teacher and answer the questions from the students. My other duty is opening the class session about the
full stack web application development to teach them the basics of the full stack world.

Developer on KMUTT BangmodHackathon 2024 2024
BangmodHackathon is the code competition tournament in KMUTT. My responsibility is to code some backend code grading
system that written in GoLang.

King Power Click Co., Ltd.
Software Engineer (Internship)

2023

I am in backend engineer internship position for 3 months. My duty is add or improve the features that the team need.

Developer on KMUTT BangmodHackathon 2023 2023
 https://github.com/cpe-kmutt-student/bangmod-hackathon-2023
BangmodHackathon is the code competition tournament in KMUTT. My responsibility is to craft the registration platform for this
tournament with my college friends.

Student Employment at Scholarships and admission and recruitment office of KMUTT
Developer

2022 - 2023

I am responsible for crafting and deploying applications and services to serve the admission and recruitment office for internal
and external usage.

Developer on CPE Prefreshy 2021 2021
 https://github.com/cpe-kmutt-student/pre-freshy-cpe-2021
My friends and I have made an activity website for freshy KMUTT computer engineering students. It builds on Next.JS, real-time
interaction with the socket. I do both front-end and back-end with the team.

Education

King Mongkut’s University of Technology Thonburi (KMUTT)
Bachelor of Engineering Program in Computer Engineering

2020 - 2024
Engineering

Projects

inu (QDMS)
 https://github.com/team-inu
Inu is QMS (Quality Management System) that craft for the Computer Engineering department of KMUTT. This application will
keep track the student from the new comer along with the graduator and also keep track of courses, assignment and lecturer, to
make sure that everything that we track will pass the threshold of quality by TABEE. The backend written in GoLang, and
frontend in NextJS.

KMUTT Confirmation for Studying Agreement System
One of the external projects from the admission and recruitment office of KMUTT, This application helps the KMUTT newcomer
to verify their admission data and upload their proof of payment and studying agreement contract to the KMUTT. I do all
development to deployment with my team.

Mod-Tham-Ngarn
 https://github.com/riflowth/mod-tham-ngarn
Mod-Tham-Ngarn is a web application for machine maintenance and error logging. I do back-end and front-end with my team.
This application builds on a custom express server with an OOP code base.

Finger-Monster
 https://github.com/eltfshr/finger-monster
Finger monster is a game that uses sign language as a weapon to kill monsters. No game engine or game framework involves,
Just the HTML canvas from scratch. I do the hand-tracking part of the game.
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